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Inspired by the

Magna Carta

"No Freeman shall be taken or imprisoned, or be disseised of his freehold, or liberties,
or free customs, or be outlawed, or exiled, or any other wise destroyed; nor will we
not pass upon him, nor condemn him but by lawful judgement of his peers, or by
the Law of the land." Magna Carta, 1215





sealed on 15th June 1215
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A fearless commitment to

the Rule of Law


“In a world divided by differences of nationality, race, colour, religion and wealth
the rule of law is one of the greatest unifying factors, perhaps the greatest."
Lord Thomas Bingham KG PC QC FBA (1933 - 2010)



for people of all backgrounds
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Challenging

illegal detention

The Habeas Corpus Project provides comprehensive pro bono
legal representation in the High Court of Justice including case preparation
lodging applications and court room advocacy

throughout the UK
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Aiming to

safeguard liberty


"To be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in a way that
respects and enhances the freedoms of others."
Nelson Manedla (1918 - 2013)



and secure release
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The principle of Habeas Corpus ensures that no person is illegally detained. We lodge applications and represent before the High Court of Justice to protect the right to liberty.
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We provide training to solicitors, barristers, OISC advisors, NGO's and other organisations on claims for unlawful detention. Visit our page to view our upcoming training events.
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We work with academics to publish research, reports and statistics in relation to unlawful detention in the UK and abroad. Visit our page to view our publications.














Welcome

You are here: Home
The Habeas Corpus Project [‘HCP’] is a non-profit organisation that provides pro-bono legal representation in challenging unlawful detention of individuals in the UK. The name was inspired by the principle of Habeas Corpus.

The organisation was founded in July 2014 by Ousman Noor, a practicing barrister. Ousman has developed extensive experience in representing individuals in immigration detention, often making bail applications in Immigration Tribunals on their behalf. This experience led to a strong conviction that immigration detention was often performed unlawfully with insufficient transparency or accountability to the rule of law. This view appeared to be shared by other legal practitioners, including Michael Fordham QC, author of Immigration Detention and the Rule of Law, a report commissioned by the Bingham Centre for the Rule of Law who stated that ‘[immigration detention]  is one of the most pressing rule of law issues of our era’.


It is clear that the lack of accessible and/or affordable legal representation is a fundamental reason for the non-accountability in challenging unlawful detention. This problem has increased as a result of the government’s cuts to legal aid affecting the availability of legal representation in judicial review work.  Whilst the HCP joins others in campaigning against these cuts, we recognise that without the assistance of lawyers continuing to work on a pro-bono basis, it will become increasingly difficult for individuals to challenge unlawful detention leading to further deterioration in access to justice and the rule of law.

Upon foundation, the organisation was funded by Ousman Noor. The HCP’s future will depend on the support and involvement of volunteers and contributors who share the aspirations of the organisation. The work of HCP can be broadly divided in to three categories (i) Litigation (ii) Training (iii) Publications.

The organization deals with other cases as well. For example, The Habeas Corpus Project can help individuals who have different legal issues with online casinos not on Gamstop UK. Despite having many legal, fair and provably fair casinos, one can have some disputes from time to time.
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Our Partners
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Latest Cases



Good News: NRC Enters The 21st Century

February 11, 2016
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Some of you may recall the shambolic incident regarding the NRC’s (National Removal Command)... more»














Latest Training



Professor Menski Kite Model Training: A Compliment to the Work of HCP

March 24, 2016
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On the 15th of March 2016, the Habeas Corpus Project had the honor of hosting Professor Werner... more»














Latest Publications



Our first Annual Report now published!

January 29, 2016
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It has been a challenging, emotional, exciting and ultimately very successful first year for the... more»














Latest Blog Posts



Thank You to ‘We Welcome You’ for the Support

February 26, 2016
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We would like to thank ‘We Welcome You’, not only for their generous donation to the... more»
























Newsletter





Subscribe to our newsletter and join our 40 subscribers for monthly updates.

Email *  

     








About Us

The Habeas Corpus Project is a non-profit organisation that challenges unlawful detention of individuals in the UK to secure their release. This is done by providing comprehensive, pro-bono legal representation in the High Court of Justice including case preparation, lodging applications and court room advocacy.







Latest Tweets

	
@LauraMckoyLaw Thank you for all your hard work and making last night such a success!

17 hours ago
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